
APPENDIX A 

3.3.9 Other noise issues (please describe below) 

Anti-social driving from members of the public around the city at night time. Poor behavior from taxi 
drivers during busy times, sounding horns etc. 

Bear in mind the impacts aren’t just felt within the zone but approaches to it too. I live in Kingsdown 
and we are plagued by noisy, early morning returnees from the clubs. Music from Lakota’s outside 
events can be heard on Kingsdown Parade, sometimes through double glazing. 
Noise from nightclubs which go onto the early hours.  
I live outside the zone and would like it extended to Gloucester Road. I am frequently kept awake by 
noise from people shouting, car stereos, glass bins being emptied and rubbish collections before 6am. 
We also have a littering problem despite a multitude of bins. 
Mororbike engines  
There is a lot more noise from cars that have been modified to cause 'backfiring' and excessive 
exhaust noises from Stokes Croft area particularly at night. 
There is now a day and night time nuisance, due to the constant stream of motor cycle delivery riders 
using Nine Tree Hill as an illegal short cut where the access to Fremantle Square is closed off to all 
motor vehicles. 
People move into a city centre or into areas (during covid also) and were not aware of the noise that 
comes with living in the city centre. Without night clubs and NTE venues Bristol will lose its identity. 
This is already happening - Bristol used to be the capital of music - it is no longer.  
It seems to have been forgotten that city centres are busy places and are bound to be noisy! What do 
you expect if you are moving to a central city? I find it sad that Bristol is deteriorating in terms of both 
retail and NTE. You only have to look at Leeds and Liverpool to see how much they are thriving as 
cities. The noise is only a problem when those living in those areas complain. If you are moving into 
the city centre do you really expect it to be quiet? It seems regulations are now going too far and 
people can no longer enjoy themselves in the city.  
Boy racers with loud exhaust 
Yes  
For me, the noise from ventilation plants on the tops of neighbouring buildings has also been an issue. 
Drunk people late at night making g noise that disturbs sleeping residents including children 
Some of the busses have loud engines 
Occasional noise from St George's Churchyard 
Noise from loud music in the docks coming up the hill. 
Repeated noise from people going on Brandon Hill after visiting clubs and pubs. 
So many licenced and unlicensed outdoor music venues popped up in last few yrs.  particularly 
outside this CIA.  The centre is spreading out across st Philips and up the feeder.  The cia needs to be 
expanded to address this.  Even offices in at Philips now have outdoor seating and alcohol licences 
opposite residential areas causing considerable nuisance out of office hours.  Such licences need to be 
curtailed to prevent antisocial behaviour. 
General vandalism and fighting noise as well 
Trade bins being emptied are not included above and are a real nuisance as the service providers 
really dont care when they collect. 
Commercial deliveries of foods and drink to premisise again some service providers really dont care 
what time they deliver.   
Walking through the city centre and surrounding area (within and without the map boundary) can be 
very intimidating.  Large groups of people gather, shout, barge past you - the older you are the more 
invisible.  We often comment on the noise of music on the street and with the cumulative impacts 



from multiple businesses the cacophony just contributes to the feeling of being unsafe.  Hearing 
issues (25% of people in the UK are hearing impaired according to the RNID) mean that it can be more 
intimidating and disorientating for people with some hearing problems.  E.g. if you wear hearing aids 
directional hearing is not great.  I have no idea why you allow music to spill out from premises - or 
indeed music to be played at literally ear damaging levels which would be a breach of H&S at Work 
Act I suspect.  The issue of noise in residential areas isn't just people passing through, but people 
arriving home late following attendance at a late night venue - taxi doors slamming, as well as loud 
conversations.  Also if eateries are able to sell deliveries late at night by e.g. Deliveroo and their ilk, 
then this also means that residential areas outside the boundary will have the noise of these vehicles, 
them talking on their mobile phones etc. 
The city centre has experienced significant gentrification over the last decade. It's becoming more and 
more residential. Existing late-night establishments shouldn't be impacted by this; however, if you 
remove the CIA new nightclubs will attempt to open adjacent to or below residential communities 
and they will kick-off about it. 
 
Through a legal loophole, the venue Tonight Josephine recently did this at 28 Baldwin Street BS1 1NG; 
it’s been a disaster and the business has suffered alongside city dwellers. Keep the CIA as it is. 
People congregating in parks after hours, after drinking in local bars and clubs. Montpelier Park has 
seen a huge increase in anti social behaviors and noise in recent years. Last summer i contacted the 
Police approximately 15 times in tears after 11pm up to 4am as drunk people were shouting in the 
park for hours...Its so loud i cannot sleep at night. This happens mid week and weekends. Laccota 
night club near stokes croft is also ridiculously loud these days you can feel the base in Montpelier. Its 
also no longer just stokes croft the chaos now goes up to Bishopston.  St Andrews park is now full of 
loud people partying at night. 
Fighting and public urination means that I do not visit the area on Friday or Saturday night i.e to go to 
the theartre, Watershed or restaurants 
The main noise issues I would say are the 100's of mopeds and scooters that use the city centre like a 
race track collecting Just Eat and Deliver orders! 
Extractor fans, music from commercial outlets, 
The main issue we have on the Gloucester/Cheltenham Road area is when members of the public are 
sick, litter and pee in the communal bin areas.  
General antisocial behaviour as people walk though this area (residential) to get home in the early 
hours. It is bad enough now with all the protections the CIA provides. Without it, premises are likely 
to request an expansion of licensing hours and the residents will suffer. The council should remember 
the city centre is becoming more residential, not less, as shops close and more flats are created.  
People shouting, arguing and fighting. People playing loud music and not disbursing  
All of the above concerns are  exacerbated by drunk behaviour which occurs regularly at weekends 
but also during the week and this needs to be recognised  
Noise from 'booze cruises' and people congregating on harbour pontoons  
Noise and nuisance from people spilling onto residential areas after late night drinking 

Music at events, car shows in the amphitheater, music and shouting from neighbours at unsocial 
hours.  
Around the area of my residence there are frequent arguments that can lead to altercations. This 
happens every night during the weekend. Couples falling out and young women crying after 
arguments with their partners that decide to sit and sort it out rather than go home. The only time it’s 
quiet is when it’s raining. 
Other open air events  
Bars late night opening and drinking on streets late night disturbing residents can't sleep 
Cars/Traffic 



High powered motor cycles and cars careering around harbourside , mostly in evenings to after 
midnight. 
People being loud in quieter streets slightly away from licenced premises - might be on the way home 
or maybe they're just drinking there I don't know. Can't sleep sometimes at night 
Drunken brawls and fighting disgraceful behaviour from Stag and Hen parties is getting significantly 
worse 
People who have been drinking being loud in the street.  
After 11pm, antisocial behavior especially bars and pubs 
Drunken noise and car engines are a major problem 
We regularly get drunk people taking the scenic route home from the bars around Millenium Square 
and walking through the private gardens of the Cresent and Villa buildings and along the waterfront 
at Hannover Quay. They can be very loud in the early hours of the morning. 
General drunken related behaviour at certain times/hours 
Cats racing up and down Whiteladies Road late at night 

It seems to me that choosing to live in a City centre and especially around Public Houses and other 
licenced venues is a choice, and one that means that you have a tacit agreement with those venues 
that having chosen to live amongst them, that you accept a certain amount of noise from their 
operation. The recent habit of Councils legislating in favour of the resident who has voluntarily moved 
into an area with a venue that they later complain about is a nonsense. In my last property we backed 
onto an airfield, one that had been there for at least 60 years before we moved into that house. One 
day a neighbour came around canvassing signatures to get the local council to reduce the number of 
aircraft using the airfield, and to reduce the noise they made. I asked him if he had seen the massive 
airfield behind his house when he bought it, or if he'd been confused as to its purpose and the 
likelyhood of aircraft passing overhead... I refused to sign obviously, because I was and he should 
have been mindful of the chance of aircraft flying over a house next to an airfield and if he wanted to 
avoid that the solution would have been not to move in next to an airfield, rather than asking the 
airfield to change for his requirements once he'd moved in next door.  
Bristol's is well known for its fantastic night time economy, many people choose to live in the city due 
to this factor. It should expected that with a thriving night-time economy comes a reasonable amount 
of noise. There needs to be agreement amongst residents and business owners that outside spaces 
are useable until a reasonable hour and that licenses should support this activity.  There will be 
increasing numbers of residents with the CIA area over the coming years and the night time economy 
should be protected as plans and developments progress. 
Broken bottles and cars arriving and leaving venues  
A large number of university students in a small area; some students living in private accommodation 
have loud outdoor gatherings late at night (until 2-3 AM) during the middle of the week as well as on 
weekends. 

 

3.4.8 Other anti-social behaviour (please describe below) 

  

THERE IS A HOMELESS PROBLEM IN BRISTOL AND THIS INTERACTS AT TIMES IN A NEGATIVE WAY 
WITH THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY. INCREASED FUNDING TO RESOLVE HOMELESSNESS WOULD 
NEGATE THE EFFECT.  

The mess: littering 
Public urinating,drug use/dealing,begging,street robbery and theft from cars 
I live outside the zone and would like it extended to Gloucester Road. People - men - pee in doorways 
and in the street.   
People urinating in gardens  



Revellers passing through our neighbourhood in groups who scream and shout and are often drunk at 
night time, when local residents are trying to sleep or are woken by the loud noises created by these 
groups who also often deposit empty bottles and cans on the streets and recreation park areas. The 
increase in mindless graffiti and tagging also occurs during the night time hours and has an adverse 
impact on our area. These late night groups of people have no respect for the residents or families 
living in the area. 
We are in a city. There is bound to be ASB. What do you mean in terms of a problem. There is a 
problem with ASB nationally! Its a culture problem fuelled by the underspend towards public services. 
You only have to look to the wider world such as France to see what problems are on the way. 
Corners and fears are all about perception rather than what is actually happening. What is reported 
and what actually happens are two different things.  
Tagging is rife only because there are no repercussions for doing so. But this goes back to the other 
problem that there are lack of police due to cuts in funding from central government. It goes full 
circle!  
Broken glass from alcohol bottles being dropped/ thrown 
Littering and urinating 
The CIA covers a very large area so it is difficult to ask this question about such a large area. Also - you 
do not specify what time of day or night. As this is about licensed premises I will presume you mean 
at night time. For example, I feel safer walking around Stokes Croft at night than I do walking through 
Broadmead or the Harbourside and this is because of the types of anti-social behaviour I have 
witnessed or encountered in those areas. Any fears I have about walking in the city centre at night 
time tends to relate to: large groups of (usually inebriated men & street homeless people. So I simply 
avoid those areas at night time.  
I fear drunken people causing damage to property and life as well as being hit by cars or doing silly 
things 
spray painting on walls in the area 
Illegal activities and associated criminal impact that’s not being managed or reduced by the police or 
authorities. Major costs to the local businesses to replace and repair damages by illegal activities.  
the fact that the funding is not there for so many society supporting groups and we see homelessness 
increasing in this area. thats the real issue, not the noise. The fact that bristol has become so 
overcrowded and now impossible for low paid renters has led to alot of pople on the streets with 
drug issues, in my opinion  
The amount of broken glass, nitrous oxide cannisters and other items that can puncture bicycle, 
mobility scooter and wheelchair tyres - and the injury they can cause to those who fall or walk 
barefoot, due to inebriation etc. 
 
Please don't under-estimate the impact of being stranded because your mobility equipment has a 
puncture, or your bicycle [when you have limited mobility]. This is very antisocial behaviour impacting 
other people's lives.  It also puts cyclists at risk as they have to push their bikes home. 
I am approached by the homeless population at least twice in average during one walk through town. 

Graffiti is a huge problem and very demoralising.  It says to us all: "the law no longer rules here; we 
do." It happens at night and therefore might be associated with drink. 
There are hideous issues with begging across the cia now. This has become significantly worse since 
covid.  It is impossible to go out for a walk with out being accosted by a beggar or some other sort of 
intimidating unkempt person.  It’s really soul destroying to see the the poverty affecting people in this 
way causing threatening and intimidating begging. There are even beggars in the traffic now on 
temple way and other areas. 
pick pocketing / theft not covered above and I think that is a large problem 
Crowding on pavements and barging people because there is no consideration for others as well as 
yelling and boorish behaviour is very common place.  I am an older female who would feel concerned 



about being alone in the city centre late at night and definitely wouldn't want to be alone in the early 
hours of the morning.  The way people dress - the so called "stag and hen" parties sometimes have 
very offensive costumes, t-shirt slogans, etc  but we have no recourse to prevent having to see them 
because there is no restrictions. 
People smoke below residential apartments. It's 2023 and this conduct is socially gross. Also, some 
people from outside of Bristol visit for the sole purpose of getting extremely drunk on Saturdays. Hen 
and Stag parties are a major cause of anti-social behavior.  
Montpelier park on St Andrews road has people drinking and swearing in close proximity to children 
in the play area. I asked someone to keep it down once at midnight and he threatened to smash my 
face in. I live here !! These people just pass through to party.  
travel on public transport can sometimes be unpleasant 
The main issues in the city centre are the gangs that hang around the city centre beating people up 
and robbing them like the Somali gangs that were causing loads of problems in the Broad Quay area.  
Large groups gathered on pavements preventing av way past, often all smoking. 

Shouting and swearing, also singing loudly in the early hours. Violent arguments sometimes. Litter 
and vandalism. 
Public urination/defecation, vomit, damage to residential flats, electric bikes being driven at speed 
through pedestrain areas. 
Late night/ early morning drunken behaviours including people vomiting.  
Peeing outside buildings!!! 
Public urination Littering of 'fast food' containers  
Urination in the building entrance doorway, begging outside shops 
I have had my car vandalised in an act of rage by a young man that had an argument with his 
girlfriend. In anger he turned to my car and smashed the wing mirrors to the value of £250. This was 
mid afternoon (Sat) and the Police caught him but I haven’t been re-imbursed. 
homeless people and begging, they were housed during covid and should have the same 
opportunities.   Some are obviously in a gang and likely being exploited. 
Public urinating due to lack of toilet facilities 
Late night bars drinking on streets in residential areas. Late night bars shouldn't be in these areas 
drunkeness 
Frequent public urination in my area (The Crescent) 
Littering, vomiting, urinating in the common areas of our neighbouring properties - all of which, we as 
leaseholders, have to pay to clean up. 
So many trashy people under the influence being loud and aggressive in the city centre. However, this 
is all throughout the day, not only at night. I've never seen the police do anything about it. 
Private enforcers are often racist and can be part of the problem. A properly trained and highly visible 
police presence is needed.  
Cyclists on Bristol Bath Bike Path can be threatened by yobs  
I don't think many children are around at night when it's more of a problem. The big issue for me is 
the number of people who now live near the city centre who are subjected to high levels of noise 
after people have been drinking. A friend lives in a flat near Moon St. and feels quite threatened by 
noisy groups at night.  
Just walk through the centre at 01.00 on a Sunday morning and tell me if you feel safe happy or proud 
of Bristol 
There's a gradient of anti-social behaviour that starts out fairly low-key on Millenium Promenade 
where the establishments (BrewDog, Lane 7) have good security and the clientele are more civilised. 
As you get closer to Broad Key, the atmosphere gets more threatening & scary, especially if you walk 
past The Watershed around midnight when BSB etc have long lines of drunk people in queues waiting 
to get in. Their security people could do a lot more to make people feel safe. 
Litter, waste is always worse at weekends, debris in streets etc. 



Bristol is, as a City and especially the Centre, is the place in which I have felt the safest of anywhere I 
have lived (including some small towns in very wealthy areas). I don't see that there is a particular 
problem with any of these things in the City centre.  
The BID has worked in partnership with many city centre stakeholders to ensure that a night out in 
the city can be enjoyed safely.  This partnership working  demonstrates more effective ways to 
manage/ reduce ASB and improve safety at night. 
Excessive litter, with no care for the local community and there is constantly vomit on sidewalks. 

 

3.5.8 Other litter issues (please describe below) 

 

IN THIS DAY AND AGE AND IN A SUPPOSED 'GREEN CITY' RECYLING SHOULD BE MORE OF A 
PRIORITY.  

Poor maintenance of the public realm by the council. 
Bear in mind the impacts are felt outside the zone on approaches to it. Also, the  problems you 
describe aren’t just limited to the city centre. A classic example is Kingsdown Vaults since it changed 
ownership and management. 
Lack of night time litter sweeping . No recognition of litter on routes home especially for students.  
I live outside the zone and would like it extended to Gloucester Road. There are many bins but lots of 
litter because there are no sanctions it seems for dropping bottles, Miss Millie's takeaway rubbish, 
cans, feet from a bin.  
Children dropping litter after school 
Packaging from fast food outlets is a massive issue in and around the Stokes Croft area and beyond. 
This has also led to a noticeable increase in the local population of Gulls and Crows now attracted to 
waste food containers that are strewn across the area together with rats attracted by the food and 
waste from the overflowing commercial bins. 
Education around reporting a bin that is full is needed. Litter in the city is a big problem. Melbourne 
(although different altogether) is pristine in comparison. People need to take more responsibility for 
their litter.  
Broken glass - see above  
There's a few aspects to this: 1) many late night food places don't have sufficient storage for large 
commercial waste bins, so they often have no choice but to have them at the front of the premises. 
Looks bad, smells bad - especially in summer.  
2) there aren't sufficient public bins in the centre in general 
3) a lot of fast food and licensed premises don't seem to take pride in the outside of their premises to 
keep on top of litter. If they did this while they were open and not just at the end it would help to 
keep things looking better.  
4) There more litter & rubbish there is, the more people will leave litter and rubbish. But if it's kept 
tidy, they are more likely to follow example 
Education & pride in keeping the city tidy  
Since our bins can no longer be stored on the street, we have sought other means of disposal, which 
are actually cheaper and easier to manage, also frogmore street is far tidier, there is a desperate need 
for litter bins on frogmore street  
The city isn't cleaned enough! 
Public bins are not large enough  
Rubbish collections leave debris all over the streets when collecting. This attracts vermin and 
unnecessary aggravation that’s avoidable. It may be a tough job but just a few more seconds and a 
little care can make a huge difference on the people, the businesses and environment.  
Dog litter 



The estate (Harbourside) has private cleaning costs which leaseholders pay for yet the external areas 
are open to the public - indeed they are public thoroughfares - so increased pedestrian traffic means 
more cleaning charges for leaseholders which hardly seems fair. 
The city centre frequently looks a mess, with litter and graffiti tagging. It surely must have an impact 
on tourism income, and it certainly has negative effects on mental health. 
The amount of broken glass, nitrous oxide cannisters and other items that can puncture bicycle, 
mobility scooter and wheelchair tyres - and the injury they can cause to those who fall or walk 
barefoot, due to inebriation etc. 
 
Please don't under-estimate the impact of being stranded because your mobility equipment has a 
puncture, or your bicycle [when you have limited mobility].  It also puts cyclists at risk as they have to 
push their bikes home. 
Response time to clean litter is slow 
People eat their takeaways in their cars, parked in residential streets, and then drive off leaving it all 
in the gutter.  They also strew it on Brandon Hill. 
Waste management in Bristol is appalling.  Bristol council and Bristol waste need to seriously improve 
their enforcement of appropriate waste management and improve the amount of public bins around 
bother the cia and wider areas.  It would help if Bristol waste didnt wilfully fail to collect bins 
consistently.  Ombudsman has decided against Bristol waste on more than one occasion on our block 
alone for failure to collect waste or implement proper systems to monitor waste collections.  Cutting 
the street teams as was suggested recently will be a disaster.   
Commercial bins outside premises takes up pavement space and they look pretty grotty.  keeping the 
centre litter free supports good tourism and mostly its good, the big litterbins at College green seem 
to be emptied more than those on the harbour steps.. the amount of gum on the pavements, walking 
/ cycle paths and how filthy they look are a detriment to the appearance of the CIA in Bristol. 
There is a lot of litter left everywhere.  It really is unacceptable that the City has to pick up the bill for 
this as it is not for us to provide and collect litter from commercial premises left by their customers.  I 
also don't think the design of litter bins helps as they are not well shaped for many of the fast food 
waste.  Also this waste - by its very nature - is particularly dirty, vermin attracting, non recyclable, so 
there is not just a financial cost to the Council tax payer but an environmental cost it what purports to 
be an environmentally consious city. 
Sadly, Bristol and the rest of the UK have a bad litter problem.  Too many people just don't care about 
dropping their litter on the floor. Some of it comes from people putting there recycling out and not 
caring it blows away - thinking it's not their problem anymore. More public education stating that is 
wrong and where necessary more enforcement needs to happen. 
Fag-ends and vapes all over the pavements.  
Cigarette butts etc  
Montpelier park is a constant mess with large amounts of rubbish. People come here to get drunk and 
take drugs and then just leave mess which your poor rubbish collectors are endlessly trying to keep 
on top of. 
Grease stained pavements as the take away shops do not wash down the pavements.  Their 
customers are the nuisance, they should clear up after them 
The biggest problem of litter in the city centre is caused by BCC demanding business get rid of their 
proper commercial bins and put their rubbish outside in clear plastic bags. This lasts about 5 mins 
before the bags are ripped open by sea gulls and rubbish is strewn all over the road and pavements. It 
was much better when businesses had proper bins. The other main cause of rubbish is the mess left 
by students every change over!  
Litter is dropped on surrounding streets as people walk home at the end of the night. 
Bins need to be emptied quickly. Weather conditions dictate this. Therefore more flexibility in sunny 
weather and windy weather. 



Street cleaning after Friday and Saturday nights could be better 

Described above. 
Laughing gas cannisters. 
Takeaway boxes and plastic bottles being left everywhere! 
Lack of Bristol Waste staff from early evening onwards clearing overflowing/spilling rubbish from bins. 
Also ,why are convenience stores like Sainsburys on Broad Quay, One Stop Shop in Queen Charlotte 
Street not forced to have large bins outside at all times ?..... 
Litter from fast food establishments strewn, Gulls taking spilled food stuffs. Litter thrown into 'green' 
spaces and into waterways (harbour)  
Police horses leaving excrement all over the roads and pavements without clearing it up 
Chewing gum. 
pavements need clearing and cleaning in early morning.   
Litter bins aren't often used.  More responsible residents may stuggle to find a bin that isn't full. 

UK streets are known around the world's developed countries to be disgusting, and indeed it is. Look 
elsewhere in Europe and after closing, the venue's staff will mop up the streets for, for example, 
cigarette butts and bottles. Korea has clean streets even in big drinking areas. The aforementioned 
trashy people, often young, throw stuff on the floor and into the river and do not care. Again, police 
never do anything about it. 
The public need to see the city as a source of pride. 
Attract gulls & other noisy, rapacious birds & rats 
Litter is one issue vomit and urine and excrement is even worse  
Recycling isn’t really happening  
Fast food outlets should be monitored and made responsible for the waste they create. 
The fast food litter is horrible clam shell trays all plastic if we have to have them it must be cardboard 
I'm always impressed by how quickly everything gets cleaned up around Broad Quay and Millenium 
Square but it's appalling how much litter there is in the late evening. Perhaps the establishments 
could be required to do a better clean-up job at closing time? 
The Bristol City Council waste plan that has been implemented in the city centre and presumed to 
expand across the area is causing additional financial woes on hospitality businesses. There seems to 
be a huge lack of consultation and those that came up with the idea and/or implemented it did not 
engage properly with venue owners or managers. 
More dog poop on the streets and the city looks generally grubby 
Since the introducing of the waste strategy businesses have made considerable efforts to reduce bins 
on streets and any commercial waste issues. 
Commercial properties being made to use bags that get pulled apart by pests. Give them their bins 
back! 

 

3.9 Do you have any further comments regarding the City Centre CIA? You 

could include here any suggestions 

 

THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR AND NIGHT TIME ECEONOMY NEEDS MORE SUPPORT FROM BCC AND 
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT. IF IT WAS EASIER TO SURVIVE THE VENUES WOULD NOT FEEL THE NEED 
TO GENERATE THE TYPE OF OFFERING THAT RESULTS IN ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR.  

There is a wide range of new business ideas that could work well to improve the city centre and bring 
economic prosperity as we see a decline in the traditional high streets. The negative impact of alcohol 
licensed premises is generally due to poor management and limited enforcement of existing 



regulations. Preventing new ideas from coming to the city by capping the number of licensed 
premises as a result of a small number of poor operators is not a positive way to drive change. 
Policies that help stop the decline in number of LGBTQ bars, pubs, and nightclubs, and spaces for 
other minoritised groups. 
 
Policies that support late night zero or low alcohol venues. 
 
Nightclubs in bristol close very early compared to elsewhere in the country, and far too early to catch 
the bus to suburbs. This leaves might revellers with little to do until they can get a bus home. Putting 
them in a vulnerable position  
Bear in mind the impacts are felt in the approaches to the CIA. I suggest you extend it to take account 
of the anti-social behaviour of venues in the ‘student areas’ of Cotham and Clifton. Life is becoming a 
misery for permanent residents. 
Whilst the CIA is important to protect residents,  Bristol is a growing and diverse city and cultural 
centre, so there needs to be sufficient flexibility in the regulation to enable a wide variety of business 
to cater to the varied and diverse interests of both Bristol residents and visitors. 
Should be expanded along Gloucester Road and cover routes home for revellers 
I live outside the zone and would like it extended to Gloucester Road. There are too many pubs and 
takeaways which create problems, and too little diversity.  
It should cover a wider area including kingsdown  
The proliferation of late night bars, clubs and fast food outlets only increases anti-social behaviour 
and extra work for our police force who we rely on to maintain safer streets. 
Bristol City Council should restrict the late opening of all these venues to make the city a more 
pleasant and enjoyable place to live and for local communities to be proud of.  
There is a bigger picture here that needs to be considered.  
Creating homes in the city centre is one thing but where are these people to socialise if 'its so noisy' 
or 'too littered'  
I thought we had a NTE Advisor to champion the venues and support the NTE but all I can see is 
campaigns that could have been created by the police or other organisations anyway?  
We need the city to thrive but many venues are being penalised for having tables and chairs or 
opening too late and making too much noise. How are we going to support the city moving forward 
where its a place that people want to visit and spend time?  
All of the outdoor spaces seem to be getting taken for redevelopment such as where the roller disco 
currently take place. Also houses are being developed right next to venues then the venues being 
penalised for being too loud - It makes no sense whatsoever.  
I fear for the future of Bristol.  
A specification section requiring responsible authorities to go through mediation with 
applicants/agents, rather than outright representations... 
mention of the City centre CIA being at 'saturation point' - and yet lots of pubs, bars, clubs and venues 
have closed over the last 10 years and not always been replaced by a new licensed presmises. 
suggests there is an issue with the definition of venues here - e.g. a restaurant is a completely 
different prospect to a late night fast food place.  
 
In my personal experience as a woman who has lived and socialised in Bristol for 18 years and been a 
regular patron of city centre venues (all kinds) and tend to walk or cycle rather than get taxis - the 
main issues I have witnessed are  
a) anti-social behaviour from fast food places, where different groups might congregate after venues 
have closed 
b) major increase in anti-social behaviour in Cabot Circus and Broadmead. Directly related to the huge 
increase in street homelessness.  
c) venues that don't manage customers well, e.g. allowing them to drink huge volume of alcohol, 



often via big drink offers/ discounts (I avoid these places entirely - they tend to be concentrated 
around Harbourside) 
d) students moving into or patronising city centre and Stokes Croft much more in the last 8-10 years 
has increased anti-social behaviour in these areas 
e) having more people around late at night is a positive thing overall - it provides a sense of safety. 
Which is why I have never felt unsafe walking up Stokes croft alone. More venues / establishments = 
more people around = more safety 
Berlin and Madrid have a much better night life than Bristol, due to their different licensing rules. 
Bristol should learn from their success! 
We should encourage night life in the City Centre. I have been frequenting the City Centre for around 
18 years and it feels much safer and friendlier now than what it was when I first started coming to the 
centre for the nightlife. I feel all types should be encouraged to expand our offerings, Bristol has been 
well known for it's nightlife however it is stagnating and I fear it could stop people from outside of the 
City being attracted to coming. 
There needs to be litter bins for public use on Frogmorer street, there aren't any  
"Cumulative Impact" - shall we stop being silly? This is a fun city full of young people (with an average 
age of just 32!) which for the most part is incredibly safe and welcoming. More pubs, more drinking, 
more dancing, more eating, more events, more FUN! 
 
Just clean it more regularly (seriously, it's filthy, Manchester is cleaner) and make sure it is adequately 
policed regarding anti-social behaviour (this is necessary around Park Street where all the idiots go 
out). 
 
Let's lean in to our reputation as a vibrant, punky city where you go for a good time instead of making 
it boring. If you don't like the noise, don't move to the middle of a city centre. 
there is a trend to build many new apartments in the city centre but the vast majority of people who 
attend the city centre for 'enjoyment' don't live locally but bring their noise, graffiti and mess with 
them among those who have paid a premium for their city centre homes. 
None 
invest in and send charities/teams that help the homeless/ drug addicted. its the worst thing about 
the centre. Stop making the problem apparently to do with businesses by going on about bins and 
noise. The trouble in the centre is often people drinking on a big night out in groups and causing 
trouble between venues, so more policing in centre.  
Currently there is trend of themed bars opening as family friendly venues (Lane7, Par59 etc) yet the 
reality is they are bars for young people who create a huge amount of noise in the area. Go past any 
of these at 5pm at the weekend and you’ll see what I mean! Having established a toe hold they then 
apply to extend their licensing hours and residents have to be ready to mobilise constantly to oppose 
these plans to protect the residential area. It’s hard work and stressful. There needs to be an 
overview for the area which is enforced much more stringently.  
Rarely go to the city centre 

Extend it to include areas in close proximity to the boundary 
In some cases, it is less about the number of premises than about the way their impact is 
managed/not managed. EG 
- continuing to served people alcohol who have clearly already over-indulged; 
- encouraging over-consumption [pitchers rather than pints, cocktails with multiple shots of several 
spirits, etc]; 
- business bins on pavements; 
- business bins overflowing; 
- inadequate management of waste; 
- serving alcohol in glasses for those not drinking inside a premises; 
- permitting raucous behaviour; 



- letting customers cngretate and overspill into pblic areas etc. 
 
The there is all the urinating, harassment, hate crime etc that accompanies large nubers of people all 
in a relatively snall space. 
It was a great pity that this part of the city was written off by the council as a drinking area.  Park St 
was the jewel in Bristol's crown but sacrificed as well, as was Queens Rd.  One good thing about the 
pandemic was that the intensity of drinking and drinking establishments lessened.  I do hope you will 
keep it lessened and not try to increase it.  It greatly degraded the neighbourhood which originally 
was a lovely area full of bookshops, the University, the Museum and Art Gallery, and churches. 
This should be expanded to cover a wider area as the city centre expands with new housing being 
built around the temple quay area and beyond.  We should be encouraging family oriented  and 
socially responsible activities . Not antisocial late night polluting activities like clubs and bars and 
associated noise pollution.  Such venues , particularly late night are a blight on the city and cause 
horrible harms to residents who can barely sleep. 
It would be great if there were valid options for protection for residents in the cases of moving people 
along or preventing large crowds of loud noise gathering outside homes. Sleep deprivation takes a 
real toll on residents who owned their homes before these venues even existed and are now stuck in 
a situation with all of the noise but also can’t easily move properties. 
The bearpit area of the CIA always seems to be a less good place to be in late evening - Bond street by 
the bus stops has an empty presence - as does the back of the premier toward the bus station. its a 
safety concern.  the flower boxes are attractive on the central reservation but for the pedestrian - 
hmm. 
The provision in the city centre is very discriminatory.  Many of the venues that I might want to visit 
are too noisy, open too late and close too late (it is hard to understand who people who work can go 
clubbing into the early hours and still work).  They are not welcoming to older people, definitely not 
welcoming to hearing impaired (and whilst many of those people may be older, hearing issues are not 
all age related).  It feels ageist, and disablist and discriminates against those who cannot afford a taxi 
home, for example.  I do not advocate the Council funding late night buses but I do advocate 
encouraging more people to run venues where the night life starts in the evening and pretty much 
ends in time for people to catch the bus home.  The idea that you tank up first then go out to a venue 
when working people are about to go to bed, then roll home in the early hours of the morning talking 
and shouting and other anti social behaviour, disturbing the working people, the people with children, 
etc needs to be reversed.  It panders to a particular portion of the City's population and many of 
those are even exempt from paying Council tax and they are spending money in venues where most 
of the money leaves the city as the alcohol companies are often not local, they are many of them 
national or international chains etc.  We need a night time economy that values all of us in the city 
and has an offer that someone from all areas of the city and all ages and abilities can participate in.  
We definitely do not have that right now and keeping the CIA will at least corral some of the issues 
that arise from the current night time "offer" but a culture shift is needed.  Meanwhile if the only way 
to lessen the impact of this is to have the CIA then I continue to support the CIA being in place. 
Don't allow pure late-night drinking establishments to open close to city center apartments. It's not 
fair on the business, who'll be hounded if someone takes offense. Instead, preserve the reconsidered 
'party' streets like Corn/King Street.  
Should be extended to cover Cheltenham Road Montpelier as far as Bath Buildings. 
I think blanket rules don’t necessarily allow for hospitality to thrive. Most businesses are sensible and 
law abiding and it’s often the few who spoil it for the many. The nighttime economy is hugely 
important in putting money back in the economy and providing jobs. 
Please extent CIA further up past Stokes croft to Bishopston. There's a dangerous drink and drugs 
aggressive atmosphere spreading into residential areas surrounding Gloucester road. I no longer feel 
safe on Gloucester road especially on weekend nights. (Others has said the same) One night we went 



to Bishopston for dinner and a guy who was clearly not from the area approached me trying to sell 
hard drugs ! 10 years ago Bishopston was never like that.  
Keeping outdoor seating licences  
The city centre is Bristol's late night entertainment hub and bars, restaurants and nightclubs should 
be encouraged to open in the city centre. This is the only right place for them and the better the 
offering the better out late night economy becomes. More choice and welcoming a diverse range of 
venues means attracting more people to the city centre increasing tourism for Bristol especially for 
people traveling for live music events, festivals, weekends away and the huge revenue stag and hen 
groups bring to the city.  
Lack of late night public conveniences, citizens are forced to defecate in Parks and on the street. 
Generally all about right. There are to many Off licences leading to excessive public drinking and 
antisocial behaviour not controlled by venues. 
The area of Princes Wharf Museum St and Gaol Ferry Steps should now be included in the area as 
there are increasing incidents of  antisocial behaviour and excessive littering in the area due to the 
number of food and drink outlets supplying consumables for consumption off the premises. 
Given the family orientation of the area together with the increasing residential developments mean 
this is becoming unacceptable and detrimental to peoples enjoyment of the Harbourside and its 
attractions. 
very late night Venues (night clubs) - eg motion may reduce antisocial behaviour as it will reduce a 
peak of activity between 11pm and 1am. Main issue is with large bars where Alcohol (not music) is 
the main draw, these lead to drunk people on the street between 10pm and 2 am. 
The residents here feel like they are fighting a constant battle to protect this residential area so it is 
safe and reasonably peaceful - by peaceful I mean local bars closing at hours that mean local residents 
can get some sleep! It is exhausting trying to protect our environment and when we have attended 
council hearings on licensing new premises the CIA is often cited as a reason to consider local 
neighbourhoods - and they are indeed neighbourhoods with a community of people living here. 
Without the CIA our position will become even more exposed at a time when more people are 
moving into the city centre. Look at the decline in retail outlets in the city centre. Look at the student 
housing being developed at Temple Meads. It doesn’t make any sense to erode the rights of residents 
at a time when more residents are moving into the city centre. The council should be trying to create 
a mixed use environment, fit for families and safe for all. This does not appear to be the direction of 
travel currently,   
This is a mixed residential, retail and entertainment area. The residents need to know that they can 
access their homes safely and not suffer late night/ early morning nuisance . We don’t want any more 
late night drinking venues even if they are disguised as entertainment eg for golf or bowling.  
Think of the people who live in the City Centre please!!! 
Please acknowledge that residents in these urban areas require quiet enjoyment without 
compromise. Opening hours of licenced premises below residential should be specifically restrictive 
to protect the residents. 
I think it works well as it is at present. 
Establishments should be encouraged and allowed to have outdoor seating rather than all being 
confined inside. 
Current CIA disregards the residents who have to live with the noise, litter, disruption and anti-social 
behaviour from people who are brought to our doorsteps. Everything seems to favour the night time 
economy.  Also, since when is a Thursday regarded as a weekend in terms of licensing hours - many 
people have to get up early for work on a Friday morning.  Late openings should be restricted to 
Friday and Saturday nights only 
There are too many bars being opened and staying open late in residential areas. It is imperative the 
CIA is maintained  
Street cleaning early in the day or even overnight in the city centre. Should be pristine! Embarrassing 
to see the centre so dirty.  



Residents must be protected from companies that wish to have superfluous opening times. 
Applications are often submitted requesting late night music and outdoor seating past 11PM during 
week nights which is ridiculous. These should be automatically rejected. No further late night alcohol 
or music venues should be allowed in canon’s marsh. This area of the harbourside is residential and 
must be protected.  
The area of my property (Canons Way) is slowly increasing with licensed premises but this was an 
area that was residential before it was an entertaining area but this is slowly increasing and bringing 
big problems in doing so. I often go to pubs and bars in the King Street and the area around it and 
have no issues with this as an entertainment area but these areas were entertaining before 
residential. 
There are alot of residential flats and not enough shops selling fresh fruit and vegetables and every 
day household items eg. Hard ware shop.  The small supermarket Tesco metro on Millenium Parade is 
often overwhelmed.  
City centre CIA allows essential public opinion and feedback  
Prevents monopoly of big companies/ franchises  
I feel safe walking home when it is late. 
Support the NTE that is integral to the vibrancy of the city!  
I would be appalled if this were removed.  As a resident of Harbourside, the noise, litter and anti-
social behavioiur is disturbing and we see no action taken to prevent this.  We are constantly being 
barraged for requests to open new bars, change opening hours to remain open into the small hours, 
opening 'themed' bars as family venues that are drinking establishments.  Enough is enough! 
Take note from other countries around the world. People in the UK are so fat, unhealthy, loud and 
trashy relatively speaking. Stop with fast food and have more proper restaurants that are open later. 
Why do venues stop serving food at like 8 pm here I have no idea. After 8 pm you're limited to fast 
food.  
This can be pubs with food or bars with food. 
The solution to creating a city that is vibrant, dense and safe is to encourage street-level commerce, 
not to over-regulate or sanitise its activities; but to have more police presence as a discouragement to 
inappropriate behaviour 
Greater distances from blocks of flats/ residents. Eg New Moon on the Quay is much to close and 
annoying to nearby apartments 
It should be extended to Clifton once again. Since it was shut down (Why ?) there has been a non 
beneficial to residents of extension of licenced and non licensed premises into the streets with the 
new road closure of Princess Victoria Street. In addition licences are freely handed to new premises 
for late night opening with loud music without any consideration of noise external reduction. The 
licencing authorities go home at 5pm, don't reply to complaints, don't inform residents of what 
changes are being made. It has become an unregulated free for all. Only the Environmental people 
are helpful and respond to complaints. The licensing authority are useless. The previous system of 
regulation involving the Magistrates courts should be brought back. 
Too many outlets are claiming to be sports related or serving food when they are  predominantly 
serving alcohol and their marketing and publicity is targeted at drinkers 
Ban large groups of stag and hen parties from all drinking and fast food venues  
It is important to create a vibrant and welcoming night-time economy in the city. It should be a point 
of pride. If visitors feel embraced and welcome, they will treat the city with respect. If people are 
kicked out early and have no option but to hang around off-licenses and fast food places sitting on 
benches then they will cause a nuisance. The solution is to permit late-opening, inclusive and friendly 
clubs and pubs where people can enjoy themselves and get food until late at night inside. Better to 
allow such venues to be clustered together in a focussed area, encourage late opening in this area to 
stop kick-outs, support the independent venues in the area, and deal with the issues such as litter and 
bottle collection noise in a focussed way in this area e.g., with under-pavement bins or more frequent 
collections 



It must be remembered just how many people live within this area now.  

The CIA city centre needs to be removed to reduce the impact on other areas, in particular the A38 
Cheltenham Rd, Gloucester Rd, and Filton Rd. 
Cheltenham Rd, Gloucester Rd, and Filton Rd. suffer from anti-social behaviour, violent crime, 
dangerous driving, pavement parking, football hooligans, cricket hooligans, business owners of bars 
and restaurants and off-licences have turned Cheltenham Rd, Gloucester Rd, and Filton into a shanty 
town area, flagrantly breaching planning and building statute laws, that the council are unwilling to 
enforce. 
Please will the members as a group go to Broadquay at 03.00 any Saturday or Sunday morning and 
see the mess the amount of rubbish and the recourses that are cleaning it up and then ask why and 
see that we do not need more as a side trip go up park street  
Different stories for different areas. The area over the River Frome feels positively dangerous at night 
and the walkway along Broad Quay past the Watershed doesn't feel safe at all. My main concern is 
the number of rowdy pubs creeping their way down to the residential area around Hannover Quay. 
The establishments there now are mostly civilized, Harbour Hub, Broken Dock and BrewDog have 
mostly civilised clientele but I am worried that the council will approve applications from less 
salubrious establishments like BSB and Slug and Lettuce closer to the residential areas. For this reason 
alone, we should keep the CIA in place.  
We believe that the CIA should remain as is current for Bristol City Centre and should not be extended 
anywhere else across the city. With a number of vacant units on most high streets there needs to be 
more use of these without restrictions - whether that be for a pub/restaurant/event space or other to 
encourage people back to the high street. 
It needs to be extended up Whiteladies Road to the Downs. This is a residential area disturbed by very 
late night revellers. 
This policy may have been viable before the Covid Lockdown, but subsequently the hospitality 
industry needs all the assistance it can get, and the re-imposition of the CIA would not only impact 
much needed new openings, but also hinder the existing venues in the City Centre whilst pandering to 
the NIMBY elements. The Hospitality industry is one of the most significant sectors for the economy, 
especially in terms of providing regular employment to the younger demographic and the most likely 
to be at the lower end of the income scale. It also supports a number of Breweries around the City, 
and the Tourism trade, with many people coming into the City for its lively nightlife and support for 
the Music industry.  
I think there needs to be a new approach to the city centre and that the CIA should be removed.  It 
can be seen as a blocker for new openings, timely and costly.  We should be using this opportunity to 
develop a vision for the city centre, and to be actively encouraging new openings to further develop 
the offering and support the recovery of the city centre.  I would welcome the opportunity to further 
explore this conversation.   
As a resident raising a family, I’m very concerned about changes to the area that would add 
unecessary venues focused around alcohol, music and food when there are so many suitable venues 
already available. Nothing needs to be open later and don’t do a bait and switch. Developing 
residential and then resining and changing areas is unfair and there are so many options to make the 
city centre more family oriented and inclusive, with some creativity. Please consider this before and 
the impact on the people who actually live in these locations.  

 

3.11 When deciding to use the city centre for a night out, how important are 

each of the following to you? 

 

It’s got a choice for everyone  



This a difficult question to answer. Feeling safe is very important but I don’t feel safe in the city 
centre, and where are the police? 
I avoid areas that have obviou high levels of street robbery and theft from vehicles. 
It's important that town centre venues meet high satisfactory health and safety standards for food 
hygiene, toilet hygiene and overall cleanliness. Unfortunately many older food and alcohol premises 
in the city fall short on hygiene standards relating to toilets eg. automatic hands free taps, soap 
dispensers and paper towel dispensers and warm air hand dryers that actually work. 
Public transport is horrendous in the city centre. Cars are penalised but there are no clear options 
other than an expensive taxi. You can't cycle in as bikes are consistently stolen. Why are there no 
enclosed bike areas like in other cities? We don't even have a tram service.....The only option is to 
walk if you are near enough.  
Good street lighting is very important  
The 'city centre' is a huge area so it is difficult to answer this question. There are parts of it I would 
never go near at night / on weekends - namely, Harbourside, Corn Street because there tends to be 
large groups of drunk men or stag/hen dos.  
I enjoy going to live gigs, pubs, bars, nightclubs and cultural events - aside from pubs, the vast 
majority of these types of venues or events happen in the 'City Centre' so that's why I decide to use 
the city centre. The things I want to do and see are there. My friends are also there.  
Venue not too crowded or loud. Able to chat with friends.  
If driving having access to parking 
There is a distinct lack of venues for those who don't want to consume large amounts of alcohol or 
dance/35+ age group. 
 
Sadly, several of the things above are not on offer - especially,  
a.  taxis that are willing to take a wheelchair customer - regardless of their licence conditions; 
b. buses that many wheelchair users can get on. 
Expected queues 

The area needs to be safe, clean and welcoming.  This is becoming further and further from the truth.   
Curtailed/unreliable bus services are a real impact to people making the best use of the CIA between 
6:30 and 11:30 of an evening. If BCC want a thriving economy then look at how difficult it is for people 
in say Hanham village to get the 45 home after a meal out. there are reduced and cancelled bus 
services,  leaving single women having to walk from either the 43 or poss if lucky the 44 from either 
end of the high street. It must also be the same for many areas and Bristol isnt really that big its a 
small city and area. 
We avoid the areas where there will be lots of men congregating and shouting particularly at women 
walking past.  Lack of public toilets for women yet having to experience the vile plastic on street 
pissoirs you put up for men.  We are more likely to not go into town on a Friday or Saturday to avoid 
the range of unpleasant behaviours that are even more excessive on those evenings (and Wednesday 
nights during term time).   
Safe  

Somewhere with nice food and a mix of ages 
The layout of the city centre has never been worse. This puts me off visiting the city centre because 
it's so hard to access now. Also CAZ this puts off many people visiting the city centre. If you can access 
it and find somewhere to park you are looking at the best part of £20 before you've even eaten or had 
a drink!  
Feeling safe! 
I have a flat in the CIA so these questions so not apply and don’t acknowledge residents also live in 
the area  
That CCTV is being scrutinised on all evenings throughout each night  and police and security can 
attend quickly. 



I live here so it's my neighbourhood and I resent it being defaced or treated disrespectfully by 
'outsiders'.  
Restricting late night drinking venues which result in nuisance behaviour and noise disturbance near 
residential areas where families also live , with children. 
Higher quality eateries should be on the centre itself. 
The area is a good area for socialising in normal hours it’s after the pubs close when the problems 
start. The venues should have incremental closing to avoid everybody leaving at the same time. 
Night out venues have  no need to be 'family friendly' 
If venue 1 isn't great, is venue 2 close-by? Are there other options, including decent food, close by? 
Open late? 
The above is a wish0list rather than a picture of actual experience. For example, the area does not 
feel sufficiently safe and public transport should be improved.  
Women walking home must feel safe 
Public transportation provision in Bristol is completely woeful too infrequent too unreliable and too 
expensive makes the City Centre inaccessible for too many  
I do not think it is family friendly. We virtually do not use the city centre because of that. It is primarily 
for those who like to drink, dance and make a lot of noise. I can't remember the last time I saw a 
policeman on foot. Some of the above are important considerations - but it does not feel family 
friendly, public transport is not especially convenient, it does always feel particularly safe, etc 
Cheltenham Rd, Gloucester Rd, and Filton Rd.attracts several thousand people, yet there is little or no 
police presence, several bars and pubs on Gloucester Rd are known for drug use and the police do 
nothing.it is unlikely an arrest has ever been made at the Gloden Lion yet every street drug available 
is either being taken or being sold, the same for the Hookha bars. Cocaine use is a particular problem 
as the users are public sector employed or well-off middle class, people the police will not arrest or 
confront for anti-social behaviour. 
Sometimes there seem a large number of large parties like Stag nights or Hen nights which can be a 
bit much. 

 

3.12.17 Something else (please describe below) 

  

It’s scruffy and full of drunks and loutish behaviour. 

It’s generally depressing - filthy and litter strewn. Covered in vomit and urine.pretty lawless and 
intimidating.  
A trip into the city centre at night should be a pleasurable experience for the whole family and 
shouldn't be spoilt by people who are drunk or using threatening and abusive behaviour, being 
accosted by beggars or seeing so many homeless people on the streets or sleeping in doorways. 
Crowds 
No AMENITIES THAT I AM INTERESTED IN. 

Regarding types of venue, it is sometimes less about the type of premises than about the target 
customer group. 
 
Young people need to be provided for but so do other age groups.  Indeed, it is likely that the more 
provision there is that is there for all age groups the better the atmosphere will get. 
Can I get a similar experience closer to home?  
It is impossible to visit the city centre without being approached by beggars who often appear 
animated and or passive aggressive or actually aggressive.  It’s very disconcerting.   
Presence of door staff on venues (family friendly pubs etc.) that are very unlikely to see any issues but 
it does indicate to me that there might be issues, so will go elsewhere other than city centre. Also 



know that by having door staff the cost of drinks, food etc. will be higher than those venues not 
required to have door staff  
As an older person, Drink, Dance, Being seen all night is not my modus operandi any more - its more 
places where you can hear and be heard for a conversation. So restaurants to meet people are good 
but again the dang unreliable public transport for friends to get home becomes an issue and the cost 
for a taxi fare can exceed £20! 
I don't really get whether these questions are asking about what you consider or what the situation 
currently is.  It is worded very strangely so hard to know how to answer it. 
Fear of being beaten up or pushed off the pavements at night especially Stokes croft and Gloucester 
road. Its not a friendly place at weekends unless you're 20 and high/drunk/loud/balsy 
Alterations to Bristol Old Vic and to the Colston Hall (i.e. prior to current renovations) gave me 
problems of accessibility.  I can only use the stalls in the Old Vic because of the balcony style access to 
the cheaper areas, (and a friend cannot use the stalls because of claustrophobia. St Georges Hall, 
Hippodrome & Colston Hall over amplify. 
The CAZ deters me from accessing the city centre. The city centre being horrendous to access by car 
puts me off. Lack of parking puts me off visiting. The lack of disabled access for anyone with a 
disability who can't get a taxi to and from venues because everything is pedestrianised puts me off 
visiting the centre. The city centre should be much easier to access and welcoming to people.  
I live here so I don't have any choice. 

Being out after 9pm as a single elderly woman  
Lack of variety.  
When I visit the city centre I try and leave before the late night venues close because that’s when 
problems arise. 
Cost is a big one. How to get home is another big one (why the hell do Vois stop at midnight). 
Otherwise, the prospect of being crammed in a small venue (because there aren't enough venues in 
the city centre) full of trashy loud inconsiderate renegades is a deterrent 
Inadequate policing and security  

The 'good' restaurants (bars, etc) are booked out weeks in advance, making it difficult to go out at 
short notice, and some places become offputtingly overcrowded. This shows that demand exceeds 
supply and there must be something else inhibiting new 'good' businesses from establishing 
successfully. Late night transport is also poor, with hour-long waits for Uber being typical and no good 
public transport options. If a late-night train ran on the clifton down line it would be good, or night 
busses frequent enough to avoid a long waiting time. People want to go out and spend money 
supporting the Bristol economy - it just needs to be made a bit easier. 
The city centre is for those who use buses or the dreadful scooters by day and for those who like to 
drink by night. It is not a welcoming place.  
Too many venues have closed because of high rents and business taxes. This has caused poor quality 
of life for the higher residential areas on or near to Cheltenham Rd, Gloucester Rd, and Filton Rd..It 
has not gone unnoticed that the council seeks to appease the Bristol Society of Merchant Venturers 
by allowing the venturers to convert office blocks into student accommodation, the city centre is 
know a student campus AND A MONEY MAKING SCHEME FOR THE MERCHANT VENTURERS WHO 
WEEDLED MONEY FROM THE COUNCIL TAX PAYING CITIZENS. The citizens of Bristol no longer have a 
city centre . Cheltenham Rd, Gloucester Rd, and Filton Rd.is rapidly being overwhelmed as the city 
centre no longer provides the venues it use to. 
Too many bars opening in a once family friendly area and parents deciding not to use for this reason 
This question was very confusing. I have no idea what you are asking. 

 

3.15.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

Too many students dominating too many aras in Bristol with no vested interest in our communities 



It’s like the Wild West or a distopian movie.  
Noise and litter from patrons of Miss Millie's in the early hours of the morning, which the manager 
says he can do nothing about 
Traffic. Pavement parking. Voi scooters on pavement.  
Im now terrified of going in parks here as its become so aggressive. Im afraid to eat out on weekends 
in this area. So many people getting drunk and taking drugs. Shouting in residential streets after dark 
as they walk back to Montpelier train station. Tuesday night last night after midnight a group of young 
men shouting and screaming as they left Stokes croft and walked up to Montpelier train station 
stopping off in the park on their way to shout and fight each other. Montpelier park is a mecca for 
people taking MDMA and drinking all night in summer months. They dont care less how loud they are 
or how late it is.  
Hookah bars are a particular problem regarding county lines drug dealers, other hookah bar patrons 
use Gloucester rd as a drag strip, speeding cars with modified exhausts and ignition control 
daily/hourly speed with exhaust noise simulating sub-machine guns. Immigration control need to do 
more as many bars and barbers, fruit shops have a very high turnover of staff. 

 

3.15.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue on 

Gloucester Road? 

 

Although there are a few good pubs around gloucester road, it is also surrounded by residential 
buildings so can cause problems to people living nearby. 
Pavements are so crowded with these people you have to walk in the road. They are so self absorbed 
with chatting to each other, spending, drinking. Character of Gloucester Road is being dominated by 
eateries/bars which in turn are dominated by these younger people. So many areas in Bristol have 
become bland & the same due to this- there is no longer a reason to go to these areas. The pleasure 
& enjoyment in the area have gone. 
Lakota, and take a walk and have a look at the mess and behaviours. 
Because it makes living near it a nightmare.  
Too many bars and pubs, all open too late with little respect for the residents. Restaurants are mainly 
takeaways; it seems designed to attract students rather than mature people  
This area is attracting very rowdy crowd of drunk revellers 
Too many pubs & alcohol sales.  
All of the food outlets and bars have bins on the streets that are frequently overflowing.  There are 
frequently large groups of loud people and the proximity to homes of the bars and restaurants makes 
a very noisy living environment at night. 
Like the city center, it's becoming more gentrified. There are too many late-night establishments in 
close proximity to homes.  
I think the answers are self-explanatory 
Its aggressive. If i walk there on a Saturday night i get angry looks from drunk people and pushed out 
the way. Ive been approached by drug dealers in Bishopston. Ive been verbally attacked by people in 
Montpelier park if you ask them to keep the noise down at night. It never used to be like this 20 years 
ago. Ive been attacked in a shop on Gloucester road on a Saturday evening by people buying alcohol. 
This area is growing more and more into a free for all for people to get drunk and get high and get 
aggressive. Years ago it was just a few bars and house parties with a few people smoking weed but 
now its just frightening. More and more people come here to party and get drunk. 
not enough bins available more pedestrian crossings are needed 



Gloucester road seems to have become very popular last few years and when bristol rovers are at 
home playing i imagine it is even busier and at risk of more problems arising unless they move their 
football ground! Which i think may be under discussion 
issue is on the high concentrations of bars and fast-food near arches, litter and antisocial behaviour. 
North of Berkeley road not so much of an issue. 
Drug users and aggressive begging around turbo island area. 
Gloucs Rd is busier at times than the City Centre. It has the same risks, but in a narrower, more 
strung-out area. Risk of crime is greater there, I think 
Rouge landlords are rouges as they rent and lease properties that blatantly flout planning and 
building regulation control. LONA BAR is a leading example,the council have allowed the frontage to 
be used for outside events, the patrons park on local residents' property,on pavements that are is 
permanently covered with litter from LONA, THE LITTER HAS LONA PRINTED UPON IT. Sydney at Eden 
is another bar that flouts statute law, the residents had to petition the landlady as the council refused 
or was incapable of implementing statute law. Every illegal drug is available and consumed at the 
Golden Lion. There is also the problem with the county ground and football ground and the high 
volume of visitors, litter, urinating, defecating, parking, noise, vandalism, stabbings, violent fights, 
speeding cars, foodie scooters, drug litter are at high levels, the police just drive up and down,some 
business properties are owned ex-police and another public sector employees who seem adamant on 
lowering the value of the area seeking to capitalise on buying property that no one is willing to live in 
as a resident. Gloucester rd is in a state of demise and it's down to profiteering by dishonourable 
entrapments. 
Fall out from sporting events and proximity to residential areas 
Litter and anti social behaviour, particularly when Rovers at home. 
Noticeable issues when visiting area or travelling through area. 
Too many drinking places 

 

3.16.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

Concern that a lack of CIA will permit opening of off-licences etc. that will have a negative impact 
on the perception and consumption of alcohol in young people (as many young people reside near 
Whiteladies due to the University), with potential for long-term negative health consequences 
 Begging and homeless people 
Again, too many anti-socially drunk people 
People using the premises do not seem to realise how residential the area is. Metaxi Mas have 
frequently ignored their licence conditions and played very loud music impacting badly on local 
residents. 
Too many students and Bristol university making this worse by admitting far too many students 
without adequate numbers of student halls  
Car racing up and down Whiteladies late at night 

 

3.16.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue on 

Whiteladies Road? 

 

Too many ofg the same kind of estatblishments catering . No cultural attractions whatsoever 

As above 
Makes it an undesirable destination.  



Many young people live on/near Whiteladies Road 
Attracts rowdy drunken partygoers 
Area like so many others needs to be managed for the longer safety of all its inhabitants.   
Problems exacerbated at times with this university students. Many people live close by. 
It is less of an issue than the city centre or Gloucester Road, but there are concentrations of licenced 
premises and the bins and littering and noise problems.  Having a CIA in place before it gets out of 
hand will prevent it from getting out of hand.  Also there are a number of premises not on 
Whiteladies Road, eg Cotham Hill, so keeping it controlled now will make it easier for the future.  It is 
more a term time issue in this area. 
again, self-explanatory 
A significant number of premises are now being turned into Bars, or fast food restaurants with the 
associated issues late at night of this. Sure to the adjacency of housing to Whiteladies this is a 
problem, and also for the large number of people who wish to use our transit the area. The CIA is 
needed to keep the mix and balance of units appropriate within the conservation area. 
Whiteladies road has always been quite a popular area to eat and drink. Also closer to students halls 
of residence up the downs 
Because people come to the area from miles around. 
Because residential property is so intimately mixed with alcohol/music venues. 
Student area: lots of young women about attracts unsavoury characters 
Students numbers and vast numbers houses of multiple occupancy are a major issue completely 
changed the character of the area for the worse  
So many places to eat and drink - but I don't think it's as bad as it used to be so maybe I shouldn't 
have listed it. We do come here to eat from time to time without any problems. As you move further 
away from the Triangle it is less of a problem but up to the junction with Cotham Hill, we would not 
go there of an evening.  
Proximity to residential areas and student transit back to halls of residence 
Just too many students on the streets. 
There is so much noise throughout the night from drunken revellers in the street and racing cars 
Too busy at night and too much drinking 

 

3.17.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

Slamming car doors and revving up loudly at night as well as shouted farewells   This is in Clifton 
Village.  The Triangle area has the problems of the city centre. 
Too many students  

 

3.17.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

Clifton? 

 

As above 

It’s making it an unattractive destination for a night out.  
For the well being of the community noise pollution in unsociable hours has to be reduced.  
See above 
It has residential properties very close to all the licenced properties and residents should be able to 
expect to have a quiet area after closing time. 



See previous response. Once granted there is no check carried out by the licencing authority that the 
conditions granted are being obeyed. No mechanism exists they go home at 5 pm yet grant freely 
licences beyond midnight to almost anyone.The don't respond to the public in any way and regarding 
20 The Mall the licence conditions are still not on public view over a year after granting the 
application. Utterly pathetic. Councillors granting licences in public meetings always side with the 
applicant. The are unconcerned that Clifton is largely a residential area unlike the City Centre. 
Too many students and HMO  
Too many students 
Anything deterring visitors is a problem to maintaining the character and appeal of the area. 

 

3.18.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

The Clove in Luckwell Road blocks the pavement with a commercial bin.  Oowie sometimes has 
major problem with litter. 

 

3.18.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

Bedminster and Southville? 

 

See above 

Because they make walking within 15 mins of North Street difficult or unpleasant for older people like 
me or mothers with a buggy .  To be fair bags of dog poo just left on the pavement are discouraging 
too. 

 

3.19.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

Whilst these are not big issues now, the area is about to undergo signficant redevelopment and I 
feel it is important to prevent the area becoming a problem, by being thoughtful about what times 
of development take place. 
Broadmead is a run down disgrace with so many empty and boarded up shops like an unwelcoming 
ghetto  

 

3.19.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

Broadmead and Cabot? 

 

Every time I visit Broadmead and Cabot's I am always very weary of some very interesting people 
who act suspiciously. 
Broadmead and cabot is very close to city centre and new student accomodation and other housing  
is being built so it will get busier in that area  
It's are area I need to visit, but spend as little time there as possible after dark 
Lots of anti-social behaviour around the Harbourside. I tried to intervene once and was threatened -
where are the Police when you need them? They may be lesser crimes but still scary. 



Litter after a fine evening by the water has to be seen to be believed. 
Noise is unbearable until the early hours 

Empty shops poor lighting no police all make it a magnet for underage outdoor drinking and drug 
taking not a pleasant place to be in the day and somewhere to AVOID in the evenings  
I live in the area and see and experience these areas listed regularly.  

 

3.20.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

Whapping Wharf and Spike Island 

 

We had to move because of these issues; living there was affecting our health and wellbeing.  

Warm evening when people congregate at this side of the Harbour particularly if there is an event in 
the Arena. Large amounts of litter is just abandoned. 
The birds help spread and exploited over loaded litter bins. Drunk abusive behaviour make it 
unpleasant for families and large amonts of vandelism occurs  ie the barriers are moved pushed in the 
water etc Various items are climbed on and used as seats etc ie the Cranes the Train the Tables and 
walls in Museum Sq the landing for the Mathew and other boats along the quay wall. Currently the 
Unicorn and in the past the Mars house.  
This area has undergone a huge change recently and is visited by many new people. The residents 
area must be protected from too many visitors.  
Whapping Wharf is tightly packed at weekends. Lots of food, lots of litter 

 

3.21.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

There are HMOs in this area that are appallingly managed. Antisocial from these alone has 
increased massively and regularly drugs are being dealt and used behind the wall on corner of st 
Philips Road by people who live in the HMOS on Horton (nos 3,4,5) street.  There are many many 
clubs around this area that cause almost a constant level of noise pollution laté at night and early 
hours, also passing people traffic drinking in street shouting fighting etc.  particularly Dare2 Club on 
Alfred street is rife with drugs and antisocial behaviour and all night raves destroying life for 
residents. Bass can be heard from this club all the way up on Troopers Hill.   
 

 

3.21.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in St 

Philips Marsh? 

 

Too many spill over clubs from center.  Too many HMOs housing people with drugs problems and 
social housing with residents with similar issues.   This combined with unacceptable amounts of 
clubs also attracting and creating antisocial behaviour is crying out for a cia in this area.  Particularly 
as thousands of new homes set to be built in short and medium term.   
 

 



3.22.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

Too much addiction which the range of alcohol supplies in the area simply encourage. There should 
be more remedial services in the area 
 

 

 

3.22.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

Old Market? 

 

The area is currently challenging to feel safe on and an increase in authorities presence would be 
beneficial  
Waste is an issue In Old market.  Lots of venues with waste bins on street.  Often litter all over the 
place.  This affects surrounding areas too.  Generally bars and clubs here are better managed than the 
rogue ones such as Dare 2 and others in st Philips.  Sill too many venues with late night outdoor music 
that pollutes area all day and night and residents cannot sleep. 
Not all bus routes from Old Market run late for people to use public transport to get home (buses 6, 7 
and 36) 
Music and venues around Old market are great but area feels unsafe 
Old market I feel is strange. It has a lot of venues, bars, stores open til late (where all the crackheads 
are), all really close to residential buildings. The music and general noise, including vibrations from 
bass, can really affect people trying to sleep or chill 
proximity to residential areas and an area of long term regeneration 

 

3.23.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

People standing outside off-licences, or sitting in bus shelters, drinking and leaving litter. The 
situation has been made worse since several public litter bins were removed 
 

 

3.23.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

the Church Road area? 

 

This is an ongoing problem which has been reported for many years, particularly in those premises 
which have off sales of alcohol only. 
There is also a major issue with fly-tipping near commercial waste bins which are left in side streets 
off of Church Road, particularly Jane Street, Edward Street and Victoria Parade. 
 
 

3.24.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 



 

I lived in Claremont St for 30 years and my parents continued there for some time after. When my 
father died we had my mother live with us because of how unsafe that whole area has become. It is a 
dangerous place.  

 
 

3.24.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue on 

Stapleton Road, Easton? 

 

There is rubbish everywhere. Load bass often at night. People drunk and using drugs at all times. 
Antisocial behaviour. Nearly all the shops are off licences, gambling, or unhealthy fast food.  
It is not a safe place to be at night. I would possibly still go there as we know people there still but 
many of my friends, my husband included, would not get out of the car on Stapleton Road. The worst 
part is from Claremont St to Trinity Road. Most of our old neighbours moved out. They regularly had 
people knock on the door saying that they would have to sell to them sooner or later, etc. It used to 
be a street with a fantastic selection of shops, rather like Gloucester Road today, although not the 
restaurants.  
A lot of noisy groups gathered in the street 

 

3.25.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

the Fishponds Road Area? 

 

 

Too many fast food places and not much restaurants or culture. Anti social behaviour  

 

 

3.26.14 Other issues (please describe below) 

 

I did noy say a CIA is needed in other areas 

My comments relate more to an imbalance that sees: 
- too many fast food premises and the smell and litter they create; 
- too much public alcohol consumption; 
- cafes/restaurants that are very unwelcoming for women; 
- harassment; 
- people congregating on the street outside premises, especially men, making women feel out of 
place/having difficulty walking along the street. 
 
None of these are a problem along the whole of Stapleton Rd, but many of the above apply to 
different parts of it. 
Drunks lying in entrances. Drunks having to be refused service in local shops. 
Cotham Hill noise issues have increased massively since the `pedestrianisation'. For example, Bravas 
has installed bifold windows and a great deal of outdoor seating, and plays music pretty loudly from 
morning to late night. This road is very residential---how are the people living over the shops and 
nearby meant to do normal activities (like working from home and getting children to bed before 



school, and getting adequate sleep themselves) with this racket going on? There are even sometimes 
buskers playing past 11 pm. The problems of noise and people spilling out onto the streets, and (very 
frequently) blocking the pavement, sometimes unwilling to move to let locals through, have become 
greatly exacerbated. 
Never seen a drug raid at Sydbey at Eden or the Golden Lion or The Sportsman,yet all drugs are 
available or being taken. 

3.26.15 Please explain why the problems you selected above are an issue in 

the other areas you selected 

 

I spend an hour or so each week picking up litter in the neighbourhood.  A significant chunk is 
takeaway debris from local takeaway restaurants and skiffs from the Kingsdown Vaults. The KV 
under the new management have planted their commercial bins on the pavement the opposite side 
of the road from them. They attract litter and flytipping they don’t clear. Their frequent music 
evenings are amped to a level it can be heard through double glazing 100 metres away. Their 
customers are unneighbourly noisy, drinking on the pavement. A complete contrast to how the pub 
and venue was run under the previous management. 
N/a 
this survey did not allow for why I have the view that the 1 CIA is a good thing so I made the best use 
of the forms as I could 
Traders have made a huge effort to raise the standard of their offer.  And because i live locally, I don't 
want to see the problems of East Street spread. 
It is the unusually close mix of residential and commercial property that is the problem. In our view, 
the Council should not have permitted this huge increase in noise and outside use (apart from just 
around the Covid period) where it had previously permitted residential development. The two are not 
compatible. Residents' need for quiet, especially during normal sleep hours, should surely always 
trump small gains in commercial viability. 
These are always problems in areas where people live. Nobody wants to restrict people enjoying 
themselves but this should be better contained. 
No council enforcement of planning laws or building regulations,the buildings used for bars, cafes, 
restaurants, nail bars, fruit and veg do not conform to the statute laws for noise control, the laws 
already exist, and we need a council to enforce the laws and regulations. against past public sector 
workers who are now landlords or business entrepreneurs. 

 


